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Loading and Saving Paper Aims 

PaperAims is a function that lets operators of the RP 30/SRP 30 Laser Printers: 

 load paper calibration aim values into the printer database 

 save paper calibration aim files from external storage media to the Printer-PC hard drive 

Select Load PaperAims if you are installing a paper that requires different paper calibration aim 

values than the previously installed paper. 

Select Save PaperAims to copy a paper calibration aim file from external storage media to the 

Printer-PC hard drive. Save will not load paper calibration aim values into the printer database. 

Loading a PaperAims File 

The default paper calibration aim values contained in the file named Default_PaperAim_V1.pap 

are designed for use with current Kodak paper types. Different PaperAim files may be required for 

new paper types as they are introduced. 

 

IMPORTANT:  Because you cannot query the printer database as to which calibration aim values 

are currently loaded, it is important to note the name of the paper calibration aim 

file.  

 

1. Note the name of the paper calibration aim file. 

2. Insert the storage medium containing the PaperAims file into the appropriate Printer-PC 

drive. 

3. Press and hold the LEFT ALT key then press the F1 key. The PaperAims window opens. 

 

4. Select Load and browse to the appropriate Printer-PC drive as needed. 
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5. Highlight the desired PaperAims file, with a .pap or .pa3 file extension. 

6. Select Open to load the paper calibration aim values into the printer database. If the 

selected paper calibration aim file is on external storage media, such as a floppy or Zip 

disk, the selected file is also copied to the default location d:\Data\PaperAims on the 

Printer-PC hard drive. If a file of the same name already exists at the default location, the 

values will be loaded into the printer database, but the operator is given the option to 

overwrite the file.  

 

New PaperAims are automatically sent to printer after loading (via restart) 

– Assures that new desired aims will become effective immediately 

 

  
7. Press OK to restart printer. 
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Saving a PaperAims File 

Select Save PaperAims to copy a paper calibration aim file from external storage media to the 

Printer-PC hard drive. Save will not load paper calibration aim values into the printer database.  

1. Insert the storage medium containing the PaperAims file into the appropriate Printer-

PC drive. 

2. Press and hold the LEFT ALT key then press the F1 key. 

The PaperAims window opens. 

 

3. Select Save.  

 

4. Browse to the appropriate Printer-PC drive. 

5. Highlight the desired PaperAims file, with a .pap or. pa3 file extension. 

6. Select Open to copy the file to the PaperAims folder on the hard drive. 

7. Select Exit to close the PaperAims function. 

 

 


